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Japanese Occupation of Korea
World War II
Wartime Mobilization 
Comfort Women
Comfort Stations/Sexual Slavery 



Japanese government believed comfort 
stations were necessary for multiple reasons

Reduce violence 
Ward off venereal diseases
Satisfy Japanese soldier’s sexual urges
Prevent mass rape 

Effective?



Estimates of 80,000-200,000 comfort women
80% were Korean
Lived under horrible conditions 
Many became disfigured, became sterile
Some became pregnant
Difficult situations after liberation



Dutch colonization (West Indies)
Japanese invasion of West Indies in 1943
Internment camps
Rounded up females age 17-24
21 Comfort Stations on the island of Sumatra 



Born and lived in 
Java with her 
parents during 
the Dutch 
colonial period
Taken in 1944
Served as a 
comfort women 
for 4 months
Finally achieved 
freedom at the 
end of WWII



Korean Comfort Women 
Pressured to keep silent about what they had 
gone through
Shame and dishonor, viewed as tainted 
First comfort women to come out publically was 
in the late 1980s

Dutch Comfort Women
Lived with the horrifying memories of their 
experiences
Looking for apologies 



No official apology as of today
Japanese insist they have already apologized for 
what happened
Urged Japan to financially compensate the 
women forced into sexual slavery during WWII
Monetary reparations-Asian Women’s Fund (AWF)
Not taught in schools

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe (2007) 
Denied that there were forced comfort women
Wanted earlier apology toned down

Dutch
Batavia War Crimes Tribunal, February 1948



Many parliaments around 
the world have adopted 
resolutions recommending 
that the Japanese 
government address the 
issue since 2007
Korean comfort women 
and supporters still 
pushing Japanese 
government for official 
apology and monetary 
reparations 
Weekly protests in Seoul in 
front of Japanese Embassy 
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